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theWorkbook

Reducing stress and increasing inner tranquility
through powerful mind-body strategies.

Calm	Body	+	Calm	Mind:
A	Tranquil	Transformation



Stage 1: 
 Awareness

Stage 2: 
 Evaluating +

Understanding
Stage 3: 

 Developing +
Implementing

Stage 4: 
 Embodiment

Find	Your	Stage	for	your		 skill

This month we are focusing on mind-body connection. This skill is
an essential component of living a life that honors the sacred

connection between your body and your mind.
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I am aware there is a
connection between
how I feel mentally

and how I feel
physically (and vice

versa).

I am learning about
how my own body
and mental state

interact.

I am regularly
addressing my

mental state through
caring for my body

and vice versa.

I am grounded In the
oneness of my body
and mind, and live a
life that honors this
sacred connection.

Mind-Body
Connection 



Understanding	the
Mind-Body Connection

Let's look at some ways our body impacts our
emotions and thoughts!

What's happening
in your body

Emotions you feel +
thoughts you have

Hunger

Sleep deprivation

Let's look at some ways our emotions impact our
body!

The Emotion How it feels in your body

Frustrated

Grateful



Understanding	the
Mind-Body Connection

Let's look at some ways our thoughts impact our
body!

The Thought How it feels in your body

I'm overwhelmed

I am strong

Feel free do this the exercise for more
thoughts, emotions and bodily

sensations. Becoming aware of how your
different thoughts and emotions impact

your body (and vice versa) helps you
move from Stage 2 to Stage 3.



YOUR	BODY	AS	A	GUIDE	

NO feels like

Fill out this yes, no spectrum for yourself. As you start trusting yourself more, and
listening to yourself more, you will be able to fill in more details and get more

granular on what a maybe, leaning towards yes feels like or what a maybe, leaning
towards no feels like. Refining this spectrum will help you identify NOs that are

rooted in fear and YESes that are rooted in obligation and shoulds.

 YES feels like
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Listening	to	yourBody
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What prevents you from responding to your body's needs?

What can you do to push back against that which de-prioritizes listening to
your body?



What could I do to better honor my body?

How would doing these things change how I feel emotionally
and the thoughts I have?

Mind Body Connection



What could I do to better honor my mind?

How would doing these things change how I feel in my body?

Mind Body Connection
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